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Abstract

A method to determine constraints on translational
and rotational motion of planar and 3-D objects from
their contact geometry is presented. Translations are
represented by spatial vectors and rotations by axes
in space. For each of these, a geometric realization
(Ma) of the space of motion parameters is created.
Subspaces in Ma that represent the range of values of
motion parameters that are `disallowed' due to the con-
tact are identi�ed. The geometric realization makes it
easier to visualize results, provides a good measure of
the extent of restraints between objects, reduces compu-
tations by eliminating redundant constraints, and sim-
pli�es computation of net constraints. The proposed
representation can be used e�ectively to automate the
evaluation of motion constraints.
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1 Introduction

Automatic generation of high level assembly plans
from computer models of assemblies has been an area
of much research interest. Some approaches[1, 2, 3],
are based on connectivity information and prece-
dence knowledge to produce an ordering of compo-
nents. Others[4, 5] adopt a more geometrically in-
tensive approach, generating assembly motion plans
from disassembly simulations. With a broader goal,
our research[6, 7], and that of [8], is aimed at develop-
ing a system that creates assembly plans and real-time
code directly from geometric models of an assembly.
One of the important components of this system is a
methodology to reason about motion constraints us-
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ing the 3-D geometric modeler input description of an
assembly.

In this paper,we present a method to determine mo-
tion constraints (both translational and rotational) on
an object based on its contact geometry. Constraints
due to individual mating surface elements are com-
puted; these e�ects are then superposed to obtain the
constraint due to the entire surface. A geometric real-
ization of the space of all possible motion parameters
(Ma) is constructed. Mp is a subspace in Ma that
represents all permissible motions (Mp �Ma). If the
object has no mating surfaces, Mp = Ma. A mat-
ing surface element prevents the object from moving
along a certain set of directions. The subspace over
which motion is disallowed is referred to byMd. The
knowledge of motion constraints produced by contact
is required in various aspects of assembly planning -
in determining degrees-of-freedom of components and
subassemblies, in analyzing stability of subassemblies,
planning grasps, synthesizing �xtures, etc. The repre-
sentation and analysis of motion constraints presented
in this paper can be used e�ectively in making these
evaluations.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes some relevant work in the area of kinematic
analysis of objects in contact and highlights the con-
tributions made by this work. Section 3 and 4 describe
the motion spaces and the computation of restraints
for translational and rotational motion, respectively.
The proposed analysis is applied to an example in sec-
tion 5. Section 6 summarizes this paper and points out
directions for future research.

2 Motion Constraints from Contact

Reuleaux[9] analyzed the e�ect of point contact on
translational and rotational motion of planar objects.
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Figure 1: Reuleaux's analysis of restraints (a) A pla-
nar object A with contact at a, (b) Restraints to
translations-directions between TN'T', (c) Restraints
on anticlockwise (NTN') and clockwise (NT'N') rota-
tion (d) Superposition-contact at a and b.

Using a graphical method, he derived the �eld of re-
straint (a set of directions in which motion is pre-
vented) for a point contact. This method is shown
in �g. 1 where the restraints on object A are derived.
Consider contact point a. The normal at the point of
contact de�nes the �eld of restraint on translation -
in �g. 1(b) these are directions between TN 0T 0. Cal-
culation of restraints for two points of contact (a and
b) is shown in �g. 1(d). Directions in sector POQ
(shown shaded) make up the net allowed directions
for motion. The analysis of restraints against turn-
ing proceeds along similar lines and is shown in 1(c).
Clockwise turning is permitted in the region above
(and including) line NN 0 whereas anticlockwise turn-
ing is permitted in the region below (and including)
line NN 0.

[10] used con�guration spaces to represent reach-
able con�gurations of objects. This is used to de-
scribe the kinematics of interacting objects. Ohwovo-
riole [11] used the theory of screws to study the kine-
matics of the relative motion of contacting bodies. In
dealing with planar motion, Reuleaux's method is sim-
pler than that of Ohwovoriole and provides identical
results. Our method follows the lines of Reuleaux's
method, extending it to spatial motions. Geomet-
ric representations of translational and rotational mo-
tion are proposed. These representations are more
amenable to computer implementation and also lead
to simpli�cations in analysis.

This paper makes three important contributions.
First, it extends restraint analysis to 3-D objects, al-
lowing for general translational and rotational mo-
tion. Second, the work presents an analysis of re-
straints not only from point contacts, but also from
contact extending over surfaces. Points that de�ne
the boundaries of constraint regions are identi�ed and
used. Third, a compact geometric representation of
the space of all possible translational and rotational
axes is proposed. Constraints are represented as sub-
spaces in the proposed space. This representation of

constraints has a number of advantages over algebraic
representations (such as equations 1 and 2). It is eas-
ier to visualize and interpret; redundancy among con-
straints can be easily identi�ed; available geometric
algorithms can be used. Moreover, some interesting
properties of the space Mp are obtained as a result of
employing the geometric representation. These lead
to simpli�cations in the computer representation as
well as superposition. This measure is used as a cri-
terion in decomposing assemblies during disassembly
planning.

The next section describes the geometric represen-
tation of the space of motion parameters for spatial
translations.

3 Translational Degrees of Freedom

Given the geometry of contact between objects O1

and O2, the objective is to �nd directions along which
O1 possesses instantaneous translational motion rela-
tive to O2. First, a representation of the space of
all possible directions for translational motion is con-
structed. Then e�ect of each mating element on these
directions is calculated.
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Figure 2: (a)An object (O1) with its mating face (face
A) shown shaded, (b) The direction sphere. Shown
shaded are directions disallowed by mating face A. (c)
Superposition - with mating on faces A;B and C.

Consider a sphere of unit radius (as shown in �g.

2(b)). Any arbitrary direction vector (~d) can be
mapped onto a point (p) on the unit sphere. This
mapping is bijective (on-to-one and onto) and can be
used to represent all directions in <3. Consider object
O1 (in �g. 2(a)) in contact with O2 along face A with

inward normal ~f . Fig. 2(b) shows the directions that
are "disallowed" as the shaded hemisphere on the di-
rection sphere. This set of points is open (i.e. it does
not include the great circle). If faces B and C were
also mating faces, the net restraint would be as shown



in �g. 2(c). The object O1 now possesses translational
dofs only along directions represented by the arc abc.

An algebraic representation of a translational con-
straint is an inequality of the form

~d :~n � 0 (1)

where ~d is an allowed direction for translation, and
~n the inward normal of a face of contact. With m
contact faces, m such inequalities would be obtained.
Without a geometric representation, it is not easy to
visualize the signi�cance of each constraint nor their
solution. Redundant constraints can be identi�ed by
constructing the convex hull of the inward normals of
all the faces of contact. Normals that lie on the inte-
rior of this convex hull are redundant constraints. By
intersecting hemispheres of adjacent vertices on the
convex hull, the allowed region for translational mo-
tion can be obtained. With this geometric represen-
tation, superposition of two constraints (union of two
hemispheres) can be got from a simple cross product
of the two normals. Moreover, the area of the allowed
region (in the case of �g. 2(c) the arc length abc) gives
us the extent of restraint on an object. This could be
used as a measure for selecting components in order
to grasp/�xture assemblies - a component that pro-
vides a larger restraint on other components is a good
candidate.

4 Rotational Degrees of Freedom

Given the geometry of contact between objects O1

and O2, to �nd axes about which O1 possesses in-
stantaneous rotational motion relative to O2. An ar-
bitrary rotational axis is de�ned by (~r; ~}), where ~r is
a direction vector and ~} the position vector of a point
on a plane that is perpendicular to ~r. The proposed
method will be introduced by applying it to planar
polygonal objects.

4.1 Rotational dofs for planar objects

Polygonal Objects : Consider a polygonal ob-
ject O1 in the XY plane (�g. 3(a)) which has mating
constraints as shown. Let (~r; ~}) be an axis of rota-
tion. For planar objects in the XY plane, ~r can be
along either the +Z or the �Z directions. Thus two
planes (M+

a andM�

a , one for each direction of ~r) can
be used to representMa, the space of all planar rota-
tions. Consider the mating element on O1 represented
by edge Ea with inward normal ~f .
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Figure 3: Rotational Restraints on planar objects (a)
A polygon with its mating conditions, (b) A single
mating element Ea, (c) Anticlockwise rotation is dis-
allowed about axes that lie in the shaded region. d
Superposition

To �nd rotational constraints due to Ea, consider
�g. 3(b). Let t be an arbitrary point on Ea. The
rotation (~r; ~}) is disallowed if

(r � } t) : f < 0 8 t 2 Ea (2)

which is the scalar triple product of the vectors r; } t
and f . When the above quantities are described with
respect to the (x0; y0) frame (shown in �gure 3(b)), we
obtain

x > 0 (3)

In �g. 3(c), points in the right half plane of line `
(shown shaded) represent axes disallowed by the mat-
ing element Ea. Other mating edges impose simi-
lar restrictions on permissible axes of rotation. The
union of all these subspaces (as shown in �g. 3(d)
produces the subspace of disallowed axes M+

d . To
obtain the permissible region, an algorithm of time
complexity O(N lnN ), where N is the total number
of constraints, is described in [12].

In this case again, the geometric realization allows
easy identi�cation of redundant constraints. In the
next paragraph, we describe a method of identifying
those constraints that de�ne the boundary of the per-
missible subspace Mp; the remaining constraints are
redundant hence are ignored. The method is used to
identify constraints due to planar objects bounded by
curves.
General Planar Objects : For curved surfaces

of contact, each point along the curve produces a half
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Figure 4: Contact over curves. (a): Decreasing cur-
vature along AB, (b) Increasing curvature along AB.

plane such as those in �g. 3(d). We identify seg-
ments of the contact curve that produce redundant
constraints. To do so, the curve of contact is divided
into segments where the curvature is either decreas-
ing or increasing. Also divisions are made at points of
inexion. Segments of increasing and decreasing cur-
vature are analyzed separately. Details of the analysis
can be found in [13]. The following results are ob-
tained which are shown in �g. 4.
Result 1: The constraints imposed by the end-

points of a segment with a non-increasing curvature
make redundant the constraints imposed by points in-
between them.
Result 2: For segments of contact with increasing
curvature, the constraints imposed by the end points
along with the locus of centers of curvature of points
between them are su�cient to de�ne Md.

Thus by computing

1. constraints due to a limited set of contact points,
and

2. the locus of centers of curvature over segments
with decreasing curvature,

we can determine Md due to curvilinear contact be-
tween planar objects.

In section (4.2) we extend this method to polyhe-
dral objects. Some interesting properties of the repre-
sentation emerge, which are explored. Superposition
of the Mds due to each of the contact elements is a
challenging problem and solutions to this problem are
presented.

4.2 Rotational dofs for polyhedral objects

The method of analyzing rotational dofs for objects
in <3 is similar to that of analyzing planar objects.
However, the geometric representation of the space

Ma is more involved than that for planar objects.
To represent an arbitrary axis in <3, 4 independent
scalars are required. In section (4.2.1) we present a
representation that is geometrically realized. This re-
alization is the key to the discovery of some important
properties which lead to a compact computer repre-
sentation of all possible axes of rotation. Subsequent
analysis of rotational dofs is simpli�ed as a result of
compactness in the representation.

4.2.1 Tangent Plane Enhanced Direction
Sphere

Consider the direction sphere as shown in �g. 2(b).
Let the point n be the north pole of this sphere. Unit
vector (~d) has its tail at the center of the sphere and
its head on point p on the surface. Imagine placing a
plane (Tp) tangential to the sphere at point p. De�ne
a local frame of reference on Tp at the point of con-

tact with the sphere, with its Z axis along ~d and its
Y axis tangent to the longitude pointing north. An
axis of rotation parallel to ~d can be represented by a
point on Tp, expressed in terms of the local coordinate
frame. If we construct planes tangential to all points
on the sphere, we have a geometric representation for
all possible axes of rotation, which will be referred to
as the tangent plane enhanced direction sphere. This
is the space Ma for objects in <3. The set (�; �;x; y)
is an algebraic representation of the same.

4.2.2 Constraints on Permissible Axes of Ro-
tation due to a Planar Contact Face

Consider the object with a single planar contact sur-
face as shown in �g. 2(a). The mating face is isolated
and shown in �g. 5(a). ~r is parallel to the X axis; N
is a plane normal to ~r. An analysis of restraints on
axes of rotation whose direction vector ~d is parallel to
~r is performed. Details can be found in [13]. The re-
sults are shown in 5(b). Line ` is perpendicular to the
projection of the face abcd located at the left extreme
of the projection. This line de�nes the bounds of the
open set Md which is shown hatched.

Constraints imposed by a face contact in other di-
rections on the equatorial plane of the sphere are con-
sidered next. Consider the equatorial plane shown in
�g. 6. Draw OA,OB, etc parallel to the edges of con-
tact face abcde. Let ma; na be the projection of the
face abcde on the tangent plane Ta at point A. The
line perpendicular to ma; na on Ta is `a which de�nes
the bounds of the constraint region on Ta. The same
holds for the rest of point B through E. Constraints
on tangent planes at points along AB is given by the
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Figure 5: (a):Analysis of restraints on rotation along
~r due to mating face abcd, (b) The spaceMa showing

the disallowed region Md in the direction ~d.

projection of a rotating vector Oa, rotating in a direc-
tion opposite to that from A to B.
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Figure 6: Variation of the constraints along the equa-
tor.

The inuence of a contact face on directions other
than those on the equator is stated in the following
result (details in [13]).
Result 3 : All directions along a longitude (excluding
the poles1) of the sphere have identical tangent planes
due to a single contact face.
The invariance of ` along a longitude makes it su�-
cient for us to represent only those tangent planes that
lie on the equator.

Another important property of the line ` is its in-
variance to translations of face abcd in the direction
of its normal. This is shown in [13].

To recapitulate some of the salient features,

1. We have developed a representation for the space
of all rotational axes,

2. We have developed a method for constraining the
space of rotational axes due to the presence of a
single surface element,

1Thanks to one of the reviewers of this paper for pointing

out the exception at the poles

3. We discovered a useful property: the invariance
of ` over axes that have the same azimuth angle,

4. Another useful property, namely the invariance of
` with translations of the face of contact along a
direction normal to the face, was also proved,

5. translations of the contact face within its plane
requires the recomputation of `.

The items (3) and (4) above are useful in super-
posing the constraints due to each contact face to get
the rotational degrees-of-freedom of the part. In what
follows, a solution to the problem of computing the
net dof of a part by superposing individual constraint
spheres is presented.

4.3 Superposition of Constraint Spheres

In section 4.2.2, constraints imposed by a single pla-
nar contact face on rotational motion was analyzed by
constructing a sphere whose Z axis was aligned par-
allel to the normal of the face. For objects with mul-
tiple contact faces, constraint spheres (one for each
face) that are aligned along their respective face nor-
mals are obtained. To calculate the net constraint at
a point on the sphere, a method to superpose these
constraint spheres is required. Let Sf be a constraint
sphere oriented arbitrarily with respect to the global
frame Sg. The transformation of restraints captured
in sphere Sf to sphere Sg) is obtained as follows.

O
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b
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Z’

Figure 7: Construction to transform the restraints
captured in a local sphere (Z 0) to the global sphere
(Z).

Refer to �g. 7. Frame XY Z is the global refer-
ence frame. The Z axis corresponding to point Z on
the sphere Sg . Let X0Y 0Z0 be a reference frame at-
tached to sphere Sf . The Z 0 axis corresponds to point
T on sphere Sg. Given a point p in XY Z we want



to calculate the restraints on tangent plane Tp due
to sphere Sf . We know from section (4.2.2) that the
restraints on Tp due to a single planar contact face is
de�ned by a line `. However ` is computed with re-
spect to the local frame at p whose Y axis is aligned
with the longitude T p. A rotation of �� would give
line ` with respect to a local frame at p whose Y axis
is aligned with the longitude Zp. Two quantities are
required, namely (a) the location of point p with re-
spect to the X 0Y 0Z 0 axis, and (b) the angle �. K

and L are the points of intersection of the great cir-
cle of Sf with longitudes that pass through points Z
and p. From result 3 we can know that line ` with
respect to the X0Y 0Z0 is identical at points L and p.
Thus `(KL) would give the required location of point
p. The following equations can be derived using spher-
ical oblique triangle equations (details in [13]).

� = X + Y; where (4)

X = tan�1
cos (�=2) cos [(a� c)=2]

sin (�=2) cos [(a+ c)=2]
and (5)

Y = tan�1
cos (�=2) sin [(a� c)=2]

sin (�=2) sin [(a+ c)=2]
(6)

and

`(KL) = tan�1(sin b tan�) (7)

In summary, we have shown is that for each face of
contact, by storing

1. the geometry of the face,

2. the spherical coordinates of the normal of the face
when represented on the global constraint sphere,

3. the partitioning of the equator of the constraint
sphere of the face based on the regions `governed'
by a single vertex

the space of disallowed axes of rotationMd (which
is given by `) due to that face can be computed. By
transforming the half planes de�ned by the `s due to
each of the contact faces to a global frame and then
computing their intersection, the convex region that
represents Mnet

p can be obtained.

5 An example

Consider the assembly in �g. 8, which shows the
housing of a �shing rod having three components A;B
and C. We will apply the proposed method to calcu-
late the restraint that object C imposes on object B.

At the onset, it is worth noting that the only relative
dof between the two object is a rotation about an axis
parallel the the +X axis passing though the center of
the hinged joint H. The surfaces of contact between

B

A

C

y

z

H

Figure 8: An example of an assembly. Of interest is
the contact between objects B and C.

objects B and C are isolated and shown in �g. 9. Con-
sider surface P in �g. 9(b) which is part of a sphere
centered at O. Since surface P is symmetric about
the axis x1x2, restraints due to segment abc can be
rotated and superposed to obtain the restraints due
to the entire surface. Although the origin of the direc-
tion sphere can be placed at any point in space, with
any orientation, for convenience, the origin is placed
at O with its Z axis oriented along axis (x1x2) and X
axis along the outward normal of the page.
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surface R

surface P
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Figure 9: Contact surfaces between objects B and C.

Fig. 10 shows the calculation of translational con-
straints. The direction sphere in �g. 10(a) shows
shaded the directions which are `disallowed' by seg-
ment abc. This region when rotated about the Z axis
produced the direction sphere in �g. 10(b) which gives



the net restraint on translation due to surface P . Di-
rection spheres due to surface Q (�g. 10(d)) and sur-
face R (�g. 10(e)) are also calculated. The net di-
rection sphere due to all three contact surfaces is ob-
tained by taking a union of the `disallowed' regions
due to each of the surfaces and is shown in �g. 10(f).
This shows that contact constraints do not permit any
translational motion between objects B and C.

f1
Rotate f  about Z axis

surface Qsurface P surface R
Net translational
    Constraint

Due to

1

Due to Due to
U U

Z Z Z Z

ZZ

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 10: Translational constraints on object B by
object C.

The analysis for rotational constraints due to sur-
face P is shown in �g. 11. Fig. 11(a) shows the
direction sphere, with surface P superimposed for con-
venience. Since we know that the net dof will exist on
a tangent plane whose normal is the +X direction, we
will focus on that plane (referred to as TA

p ). The so-
lution method consists of determining the constraints
on TA

p due to segment abc, followed by other segments
sequentially so as to cover the entire surface. In order
to help explain the progressive addition of constraints
on TA

p , we shall make use of the symmetry of the sur-
face. Since surface P is symmetric about the Z axis,
tangent planes on all points on the great circle ABCD
will be identical. The e�ect of segment abc along all
points on the great circle ABCD are analyzed. If these
solutions are superimposed, then the solution will be
identical to analyzing the e�ect of the entire surface at
the single point A. The e�ect of the di�erential area
f1 at points A;B;C and D is shown in the �rst row
of �g. 11(b). Each constraint region is determined us-
ing the method described in section 4.2.2. Note that
the boundary of the constraint due to f1 at A can be
easily veri�ed by projecting the normal at f1 onto the
tangent plane at A. Similar projections on the tan-
gent planes at B;C and D can be used to verify the
other constraint boundaries in the �rst row. Note that
as we traverse the great circle from A to B and so on
back to A, the boundary of the constraint region ro-

tates about the point O from one maximum position
at A to the other at C and then back. Similar analysis
is carried out to �nd the constraints due to f2 (along
row 2) as well as f3 (row 3). Examine the variation of
constraints along a single column - the variation at a
given point due to di�erent points along segment abc.
Again, the points corresponding to f1 and f3 de�ne
the bounds; all other constraints are included within
these. The union of the `disallowed' regions along a
column gives the net constraint at a given point due
the segment abc. The union of the regions at the four
points gives the net constraint at any point on the
great circle due to surface P . This is shown if �g.
11(c).
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2f
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3f

Net Tangent Plane at
A due to surface P

surface P

Union of Column

Union

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 11: Calculation of rotational constraints on ob-
ject B due to surface P .

The constraints due the surface Q and surface R
are obtained in a similar manner and are shown in
�g. 12(b) and 12(c). The net rotational constraint at
point A to to all three surfaces is obtained by taking
the union of each of the `disallowed' regions. We can
see in �g. 12(d) that the dof which object B possesses
is along a single point on TA

p . It can be shown that
there is no other tangent plane that possesses a dof.

The discussion in this paper, did not include an
analysis of constraints for curved surfaces (although
we were able to demonstrate an example using simple
curved surfaces). The method is identical to that dis-
cussed for polyhedral contact surfaces. In order to im-
plement the method on a computer, only �nitely many
tangent planes can be represented. Tangent planes at
other locations can be derived from these. For each
planar face, a sphere with its north pole in the direc-
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Figure 12: Net rotational constraints on object B.

tion of the face normal is constructed; each such sphere
has �nitely many tangent planes of interest. For poly-
hedral objects, due to superposition, tangent planes of
interest can easily be determined. However, for curved
surfaces, the location of these tangent planes is not ob-
vious. A study of the variation of constraint regions
due to curved surfaces is required. It is expected that
results similar to those obtained for curved lines (sec-
tion 4.1) will be obtained. This would allow us to use
�nitely many tangent planes to construct a complete
representation of constraints due to curved surfaces.

6 Summary and Future Directions

A method for calculating and representing re-
straints on components due to contact with other com-
ponents has been presented. Translational and rota-
tional restraints are represented separately. A geomet-
ric representation of the space of all possible motion
parameters is constructed. The restraints imposed by
a single mating surface element is analyzed by a deter-
mining portions within this space that are `disallowed'.
By computing the union of the disallowed regions due
to each contact surface element, and taking its com-
plement with respect to the whole space, the space
of allowed motion parameters is obtained. Objects in
both <2 as well as <3 are analyzed.

The knowledge of restraints plays a fundamental
role in the simulation of assembly. To produce an
assembly plan, we simulate a disassembly of the de-
sign. Selection of subassemblies uses knowledge of re-
straints in �nding subassemblies that possess degrees-
of-freedom. Also, restraints are used to suggest ini-
tial motions for disassembly. The method of reason-
ing requires a mechanism for selection of subassem-
blies based on stability among the components in the
assembly. Stability can be inferred from knowledge
about restraints due to contact. We believe that the
representation of restraints that is proposed in this pa-
per is an important step towards automated assembly
planning and analysis.
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